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For my „topical picture‰ this month those who can recall their French lessons will already have 
made the connection – JÊespere – with the (Martin) Mars.  I was fortunate enough to 
photograph two of these magnificent machines (C-FLYK and C-FLYL) on Lake Sproat, BC, back 
in 2006. The above is 
C-FLYL (the red tail gives its ID away) and I have since seen a photo on ABPIC of C-FLYK now 
repainted overall in USN colours

LAST MEETING – Annual General Meeting 2019
 

Our AGM was attended by 15 branch members and my personal thanks to everyone there and
also to those who expressed their apologies for absence – this unfortunately included our 
Treasurer who was recovering from an injury.  Full Minutes will be prepared as usual, but I am 
pleased to give a brief summary of the key areas discussed. The ChairmanÊs Report for 2019 is 
available in full on our website.

a. The existing Committee was re-elected en bloc
b. The problem of spacing Guest Speaker evenings within the programme was discussed 
and this widened into discussion on guest speaker/member speaker evenings in general.  Post 
AGM I received 2 offers of potential Guest Speakers plus a number of branch members 
offering to make „half-meeting‰ presentations. These will be followed up with purpose.
c.  Book storage and Book Stand/sales. Lengthy and positive discussion including an offer 
to have a Stand at the Air-Britain Fly In, albeit that does have logistic nightmares to consider. 
Richard will continue to have „ownership‰ of the Book stock and the future of our Sales 
efforts. He will liaise with those who have expressed their willingness to help.
d. Photo Competition – varied discussion re future competitions and possible 
amendments to the marking system, especially in respect of the new Stansted trophy. 
Unfortunately Nigel Kemp was hospitalised on AGM evening and was unable to respond but 
it will be pursued with him in due course.
e. Poster distribution – following an appeal by myself there was a flurry of suggested 
opportunities and volunteers.



f. Branch Facebook – after some debate as to the visibility (or lack of) of our existing 
Private page to non-FB users, MJ and AG agreed to review the position.  As a „stop press‰ this
was researched within 36 hours and the recommendation for a branch Notice Board which 
will be visible to everyone has already been agreed by the Committee. 

The page is now available at https://www.facebook.com/AirBritainStanstedBranch/ a massive 
thanks to Michael and Andy.

Below is a photo of a Delta A321 in a special livery with a billboard THANK YOU on the 
fuselage. Inside the letters are written the names of all 90,000 Delta employees. I would like to 
personally thank all 13 of you who attended the AGM along with my co-committee members 
Richard and Alan. My budget for a similar style „Thank You‰ might stretch to an emblazoned 
1/72 scale easyJet A321, but the sentiment would be just as great. 

BRANCH MATTERS

John Tietjen Memorial Trophy
Following our decision to name the new trophy for the Best Stansted Photograph entered into
our annual photographic competition after our late friend and branch member, John Tietjen, I 
contacted Christine – his widow – to let her know. A shortened version of her reply is below.

„Hi Brian
Thank you for the email - I have to admit, it made me cry!
How lovely of you all to still think of John in such a wonderful way. He would be very humbled.
And what a lovely picture, a worthy winner I am sure. And John would approve, as we used 
Aurigny a few times!
Can't believe it is almost 3 years since we lost John, time passes very quickly. Not a day goes by
when he isn't talked about.
Thank you for telling me about the award, I am very proud.
Regards
Chris‰



STANSTED SCENE

I start with the rumour that WizzAir is considering routes from STN to Eastern Europe 
starting as early as May. It would be nice to see their scheme gracing the STN ramp again.

Some definite news is that El Al Israel Airlines will be returning to STN after a 11 year gap, 
initially for the summer season 2020 season, routing from/to Tel Aviv. Equipment will be Boeing 
737-800/-900 aircraft operating 5 times weekly.

More good news is that Air Sénégal has announced a new service to STN, on Tuesday, Friday 
and Sunday with flights beginning 26th June to be operated by yet to be acquired A321 rather 
than the originally reported A330-900. I must say that having visited Dakar some 50 years ago 
on business I hope it has changed from the living hell-hole I witnessed – made the backstreets 
of Calcutta I passed through many times in the early 1980Ês to/from Dum Dum airport seem 
like paradise.  



As predicted Atlas Global could not be resurrected and filed for bankruptcy mid-February, as 
did Air Italy.

Also more bad news for RYR and other 737MAX customers is that it faces a yet another new 
potential safety issue as FOD (Foreign Object Debris) has been found in the wing fuel tanks of 
several new Âplanes that are in storage awaiting delivery. It will take 3 days to inspect each of 
the parked-up MAX. The head of Boeing's 737 programme has told employees that the 
discovery was "absolutely unacceptable" although another Boeing spokesman said the company
did not see the issue further delaying the jet's return to service – whenever that may be. It is 
not surprising that RYR has already stated that when their MAX (aka Boeing 737-8200) fleet is 
eventually permitted to enter service customers will not be informed at the time of booking 
whether their flight is scheduled to be on a MAX or NG.  Here is a picture of 737-8200 SP-
RZC (photographer unknown) in the new Buzz scheme and which, in due course, will 
undoubtedly be a familiar sight at STN.



I am pretty sure I will never witness the full size version of the latest offering from Airbus – 
the Maverick - arriving at STN. For those who are worried about such things Maveric stands 
for Model Aircraft for Validation and Experimentation of Robust Innovative Controls. I suspect 
in the event a passenger carrying version is developed it will be given a typically bland 
designation by Airbus such as the A660.



Warning to Anyone Visiting STN via the A120 Stortford By-Pass – thanks to Paul Dunn and 
others for this information

Anyone travelling along the A120 Stortford By-Pass needs to be aware that in the last few 
months around 100 attacks on cars have been reported, and undoubtedly there have been 
many unreported incidents.  I am advised that the stretch affected is from the M11 roundabout
through Birchanger wood to the Homebase roundabout and on to the Tesco roundabout 
beyond the A120 and as far as St. MichaelÊs Mead. Most of these attacks have been with a pellet
gun – including one on 27th February where the pellet penetrated the windscreen and glass 
was sprayed inside the vehicle. Others are by dropping or throwing rocks inflicting bodywork 
damage to the car roof and/or bonnet. As to be expected most attacks are after dark but some
have been as early as 4pm – after school presumably. So please be aware especially near 
bridges over the road.

Bad news about a local GA airfield in our area - kindly note that enthusiasts are no longer 
allowed to visit Rayne except by viewing from the public footpath that passes the farm. 
Unfortunately, yet again, a small minority have ruined it for everyone.

Also local, some readers may be interested that the 75th anniversary of VE Day will be 
featured at this yearÊs Duxford Air Festival over the Bank Holiday weekend of 23–24 May.

Finally a selection of Andy GoldsmithÊs photos taken on 15th February 2020

Do 328JT OY-JJG



Air India Boeing 787-8 VT-ANZ

CRJ-200LR LY-VTA



ASL Airlines Belgium Boeing 737-490(SF) OE-IBI

ASL Airlines France Boeing 737-73S F-GZTQ



Pilatus PC-24 LX-PCC of Jetfly Aviation

What, When or Where???

The answer to FebruaryÊs question: the aircraft featured was the Valentine Flyer, one of several 
Wright replicas Tom and Nancy Valentine of California built for the 1978 TV movie „The Winds
of Kitty Hawk.‰ It is patterned after the Model B in the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, but 
the Valentines also referred to drawings for the 1905 Wright Flyer III since no Model B 
drawings existed. The Valentine Flyer accumulated about 2.5 hours in the air over about 50 
flights.



AVIATION ANAGRAMS

So what is this aircraft anagram?  BACKFIRING TEACHER  
Clue over 3,000 built since 1964 in the home of the Super Bowl LIV Winners and the Royals

Last Month - FOOTIE HUNGER TROPHY was the Eurofighter Typhoon

NEXT MEETING

On Tuesday 7th April we are delighted to welcome back Simon Gladas of the Bentwaters Cold 
War Museum with his talk entitled  „Bentwaters 75th Anniversary, the RAF Years „. As I am 
unable to be at the meeting Nigel will be „host‰ in view of his personal friendship with Simon 
with, as usual in my absence,  Richard otherwise deputising for me.



Whilst the meeting officially commences at 20:15 hrs please try to be at St JohnÊs Church Hall 
just after 20:00 hrs to help set up the hall so the talk can commence as soon after 20:15 hrs as
possible. DonÊt forget too that entry will be £4 and if you have the correct money it will assist 
Alan immensely.



TRIVIA

The date 7th April hasnÊt seen much of historical note, although on 7th April 1906 Charles Rolls 
(of Rolls Royce fame and a noted balloonist and aviator) beat Frank Butler in a distance when 
he eventually landed in Beaconsfield. Butler landed in Wimbledon. Rolls was killed just 4 years 
later when the tail of his Wright Flyer broke off during a flying display at Bournemouth. Aged 
just 32, Rolls was the first Briton to be killed in an aircraft crash and just the 7th person 
worldwide.



And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

And a bonus picture with a topical theme – apologies for those to whom I sent this direct a week ago



As always, thanks to Michael Jones for his help and editing of this Chat including some
illustrations, plus thanks again to Andy Goldsmith for some of the photographs I have used.

Brian Richards
Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


